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QUESTION 1

A data architect adds a field to an existing data model that contains new values for the ProductGroup. The business
analyst needs to efficiently update the app and meet these requirements: Use the existing charts, which are built using a
master item dimension called ProductGroup Existing charts must use the new values for ProductGroup Business users
must be able to compare the new and old values 

How should the business analyst meet these requirements? 

A. Change the ProductGroup dimension using the new field, and create a new dimension in the master items for the old
field. 

B. Create a calculated dimension on the charts to allow the users to compare the new value to the old value. 

C. Replace the dimensions on all charts to use the new ProductGroup field added to the data model. 

D. Use set analysis on the chart measures to see the difference in ProductGroup between the new field and the old
field. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2
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Refer to the exhibit. 

The data architect informs the business analyst of an additional data source for Customer data. The values are stored in
a different format. 

Users do NOT need to display values in the current format for the NewCustomer. 

The business analyst has split the `Customer\\' column into two new fields in the New Customer table. 

Which steps should the business analyst take to finish integrating the new customer records into the existing
visualizations? 

A. 1. Click on the Customer table 

2. 

Select Concatenate tables in the `...\\' option menu 

3. 

Select the New Customer table 

4. 
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Edit Mappings to align the `Customer Name\\' and `Status\\' columns from the two tables 

5. 

Remove the remaining third column from the `New Customer\\' row 

B. 1. Click on the NewCustomer table 

2. 

Select Concatenate tables in the `...\\' option menu 

3. 

Select the Customer table 

4. 

Edit Mappings to align the `Customer Name\\' and `Status\\' columns from the two tables 

5. 

Rename the columns to `Customer Name\\' and `Status\\' 

C. 1. Click on the Customer table 

2. 

Select Concatenate tables in the `...\\' option menu 

3. 

Select the New Customer table 

4. 

Edit Mappings to align the `Customer Name\\' and `Status\\' columns from the two tables 

5. 

Rename the columns to `Customer Name\\' and `Status\\' 

D. 1. Click on the NewCustomer table 

2. 

Select Concatenate tables in the `...\\' option menu 

3. 

Select the Customer table 

4. 

Edit Mappings to align the `Customer Name\\' and `Status\\' columns from the two tables 

5. 
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Remove the remaining third column from the `New Customer\\' row 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A business analyst is creating a dashboard to analyze supply chains. The app must contain several elements: A bar
chart that shows a number of products and product groups handled by shipper A map that shows the number of
shipments sent from factory locations A bar chart that shows average delivery costs by shipper 

Which dimensions should the business analyst use for this app? 

A. Product, Shipper, FactoryLocation 

B. Shipper, FactoryLocation 

C. Shipper, Product 

D. Product, ProductGroup, Shipper 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A hospital has a large number of users who create their own visualizations in Qlik Sense Enterprise. The hospital has
several requirements: Users must be able to create their own visualizations Users can duplicate and modify existing
sheets New visualizations can be shared among the work groups in a governed and controlled way User created
objects and sheets can be included in the base sheets 

Which three privileges will meet these requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. Users can publish sheets to the Community section 

B. The app owner can promote community sheets to base sheets 

C. Users can promote community sheets to base sheets 

D. Users can replace base sheets with community sheets 

E. Users can copy and modify base sheets 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A business analyst is using a box plot to show distribution. The data scientist provides the formulas to configure a
custom box plot. 
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Which action(s) should the business analyst take to meet these requirements? 

A. Under Box plot elements, disable Use presets and enter the given formulas as calculated dimensions 

B. Under Box plot elements, disable Use presets and enter the given formulas in the expressions field 

C. Select Add measure, and enter the given formulas as expressions 

D. Create variables and enter the given formulas as expressions 

Correct Answer: A 
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